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IN THE COURT OF THE CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE : : : :
TINSUKIA

Present  :   Smt. Audri Bhattacharyya, A.J.S.

Chief Judicial Magistrate,

                   Tinsukia.

                               G.R. Case No. 1004/17

         Under Section 294/326/506/34 of the Indian Penal 

             The State of Assam........................................Complainant

                                      -Versus-

  i) Sri Hirok Jyoti Dutta

  ii) Sri Dhruba Jyoti Dutta...........................Accused persons 

Appearance :-

             Smt. Jamila Khatoon,

             Ld. Addl. Public Prosecutor.......................For the State

             Sri Munna Kr. Singh

             Advocate....................................For the accused persons

 

          Evidence recorded on         : 19.02.18, 26.04.18, 08.03.19, 
    28.08.18, 28.09.18.

          Date of Argument               : 18.11.19.

          Date of Judgment               : 22.11.19.
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                                               J   U  D  G  M  E  N  T

 1.  The  prosecution  case  in  brief  is  that  on

16.05.17 the informant Smt. Nijara Baishya Deka filed an  Ejahar

before the Officer-In-Charge of Tinsukia police station stating inter

alia that  on  the  same day at  about  8:45  p.m.  the  informant’s

husband Sri Manash Pratim Deka had enquired the  accused Sri

Hirokjyoti  Dutta  S/o  Sri  Pradip  Dutta  of  MCO  Railway  Colony

Tinsukia regarding sending of  obscene messages  in the mobile

phone of the informant and disturbing her.  But all  of  a sudden

Hirokjyoti Dutta along with his elder brother attacked her husband

and caused injury on his head with an iron rod. As a result her

husband sustained severe injuries. It is also alleged in the Ejahar

that the accused persons also  took away Rs.10,000/- and gold

chain from her husband. Hence, she filed this case. 

  2. On receiving the  Ejahar, the Officer-In-Charge

of Tinsukia P.S registered a case vide. Tinsukia P.S case No. 588/17

u/s 394 of IPC.  The police investigated the case and filed charge-

sheet against the accused persons Sri  Hirok Jyoti  Dutta and Sri

Dhruba Jyoti Dutta u/s 294/326/506/34 of the Indian Penal Code.

Summons  were  issued  upon  the  accused  persons  and  on

appearance of the accused persons, copy was furnished, charge

was framed u/s  294/326/506/34 of  IPC.  The charges  were read

over and explained to the accused persons, to which they pleaded

not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

        3. The  prosecution  examined  as  many  as  7

(Seven) PWs including the I.O. The defence was of total denial.

Heard  the  argument  and  perused  the  evidence  on   record

carefully.
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Points for determination

  4.           The following points are considered for

determination of this case:

(i) Whether  the  accused  persons  on

16.05.17 at  about  8.45 pm at  Railway

Colony  near  Ramthakur  Mandir  in

furtherance  of  common intention  used

obscene words  and caused annoyance

to  the  complainant  and  thereby

committed  an  offence  punishable  u/s

294 /34 IPC?

(ii) Whether  the  accused  persons  on  the

same  day,  place  and  time  at  Railway

Colony  near  Ramthakur  Mandir,  in

furtherance  of  common  intention

voluntarily caused grievous hurt to the

husband  of  the  complainant  by

dangerous  weapon  and  thereby

committed  an  offence  punishable  u/s

326/34 IPC ? 

(iii) Whether  the  accused  persons  on  the

same day, place and time in furtherance

of  common  intention  threatened  the

complainant  and  her  husband  with

injury  and  thereby  committed  an

offence punishable u/s 506/34 IPC ?

Discussions, Decisions And Reasons Thereof

         5.  The  prosecution  adduced  the  following

evidence for establishing their case:   
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  6. PW-1  Sri  Ganesh  Das  and  PW-2  Sri  Kartik

Majumdar  deposed  in  their  evidence  that  they  did  not  know

anything about the incident.

7. PW-3 Sri Manash Pratim Deka deposed in his

evidence  that  on  15.05.17  i.e.  on  the  previous  day  of  the

occurence, his wife told him that the accused persons had  asked

his wife over phone to stay the night with them.  On the next day

i.e on the day of incident, he met Sri Hirakjyoti Dutta at Railway

Colony near Ramthakur Mandir and he wanted to clarify from the

accused as to why he had called his wife over mobile phone. But

Sri Hirakjyoti Dutta called up his brother Sri Dhurbajyoti Dutta and

both Dhurbajyoti, Hirakjyoti along with their father assaulted him

with iron rod, bricks and attacked him with a dao and he became

unconscious.  He received severe injuries on his head and  his

wearing apparels were also torn. They  looted a cash amount of

Rs.10000/-  and a gold chain.

             8.     In his cross examination he deposed that at

present  the  matter  in  dispute  had  been  amicably  settled  in

between the accused persons and himself  and his wife and he

had no grievances against the accused persons. 

9. PW-4  Smt. Nijora Baishya Deka, the informant

deposed  in  her  evidence  that  on  that  day  of  occurrence,  the

accused persons assaulted her husband Sri Manash Pratim Deka.

At  the  time  of  incident  her  husband  had  a  gold  chain  and

Rs.10000/- in his pocket which was taken away by the accused

persons.  Thereafter,  she  lodged  an  ejahar  which  is  Ext.1  and

Ext.1(1) is her signature therein.  During cross examination, this

witness deposed that the matter in dispute was later on settled 
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mutually in between the accused persons and herself. She had no

grievances against the accused persons.  

10. PW-5  Sri  Pradip  Dey  and  PW-6  Sri  Tinku

Chakraborty could not depose anything regarding the occurrence

as alleged in the Ejahar.

11. PW-7 Dr. Subarn Kumar Jalan has deposed in

his evidence that on 20.05.17 he was working at Swastik Nursing

home as managing director.  On that day he examined Sri Manab

Pratim  Deka,  male  31  years  S/o  Ganesh  Chandra  Deka,  R/o

Railway Colony,  Tinsukia.  From clinical  examination  the  patient

was found to have sharp cut injury on right posterior parietal area

of head approximately 2 cm. There was nother sharp cut injury

over vertex area of head of approximately 3.5 cm. Ext.2 is the

medical report and Ext.2(1) is his signature.

          

12.     Heard the Ld. Counsel for the accused and the

Ld. Addl. P.P and also perused the evidence on record carefully. It

is reflected from the evidence on record that the informant and

her  husband  did  not  support  the  prosecution  story  during  her

cross examination. Moreover the prosecution side failed to adduce

any independent witness supporting the allegations made in the

Ejahar. PW-1 Sri Ganesh Das,  PW-2 Sri Kartik Majumdar, PW-5 Sri

Pradip  Dey and  PW-6 Sri  Tinku Chakraborty  could  not  depose

anything  regarding  the  occurrence. The  informant  and  her

husband also clearly deposed in their cross examination that the

case was instituted but later on the matter was amicably settled

in between them and they were not interested to proceed further

in the case. 
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13. Considering  the  reasons,  I  find  that  the

prosecution  failed  to  prove  beyond  all  reasonable offences  u/s

294/326/506/34 of the IPC against the accused persons Sri Hirok

Jyoti  Dutta and Sri Dhruba Jyoti  Dutta. I  exonerate the accused

persons from the charges punishable u/s 294/326/506/34 of the

IPC setting them at liberty forthwith. The bail bonds shall stand

cancelled after six months.

14. This case is accordingly disposed of.

 Given under my hand and seal of this Court on the

22nd day of November, 2019.

      

Dictated and corrected by me.

(A. Bhattacharyya)                (A. Bhattacharyya )
      Chief judicial Magistrate,                     Chief Judicial Magistrate,

       Tinsukia.                                                Tinsukia. 
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APPENDIX

PROSECUTION WITNESSES

P.W1- Sri Ganesh Das. 

P.W2- Sri Kartik Majumdar.

P.W3- Sri Manash Pratim Deka.

P.W4-Smt. Nijora Baishya Deka.

P.W5- Sri Pradip Dey.

PW6- Sri Tinku Chakraborty.

PW7- Dr. Subarn Kr. Jalan.

PROSECUTION EXHIBITS  :

Ext.1- Ejahar,

Ext.2- Medical report,

                       (A. Bhattacharyya)
               Chief Judicial Magistrate,
                                                                   Tinsukia.   


